QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER
Autumn 2020
Dear clients and colleagues,
Welcome to our Autumn 2020 newsletter. In this
newsletter, Finsbury explores and considers some of the
challenges that businesses are facing and the issues they
are considering during the ongoing pandemic. The
economic and business landscape has materially changed
in comparison to the start of the year, however, we take
this opportunity to give concise but thoughtful insight
about industry updates and matters that affect our
clients’ business, in the hope that we overcome these
challenges together, and emerge stronger.
We hope you find this edition of our quarterly newsletter
useful. Please do not hesitate to share any feedback or
views as we are always looking to strengthen and
improve our communication with you.

David Cuby
Chairman

BREXIT UPDATE
Spain and Gibraltar are working towards a last-minute
Brexit deal to strengthen ties and preserve free
movement across the common border. The Government
of Gibraltar and Spain are targeting a practical deal that
would limit disruption for cross-border workers between
Spain and Gibraltar when the UK leaves the EU’s single
market on December 31. The Spanish Government is
pushing for Gibraltar to join the Schengen zone and
representatives of both the Spanish and British
Government have met to discuss the same. The UK
Government has always been clear that Gibraltar is an
integral part of the UK’s negotiations with the EU and the
UK continue to seek outcomes which support Gibraltar’s
interests. The UK, Spain and Gibraltar continues to meet,
to work constructively and positively to deliver their
shared priority of continued well-being and prosperity of
people in the region.
In the event that there is no agreement with respect to
Gibraltar’s future relationship with EU by 31st December
2020, this would not alter the EU framework governing
customs control on goods traded between Gibraltar and
EU Customs Union.

GIBRALTAR PROPERTY CORNER
The Gibraltar property market is doing well relative to other European countries. The Gibraltar property
market has been able to reach a similar number of sales to those of previous years even post the
pandemic and with an average price of £559,000.00. There appears to have been no significant
reductions in pre-COVID asking prices. In the last 12 months a number of Gibraltar residential
developments have been completed including, Imperial Ocean Plaza, Ocean Spa Plaza, Mid-Town,
Clemence Suites and Quay 29. Quay 31 is expected to be completed by June 2021.
Ocean Spa Plaza is a commercial and residential project with 594 units in total. EuroCity is in the
process of being constructed with Carrara Tower and Murano Tower construction having reached the 7th
and 5th floors respectively. Porcelana Tower is also under construction. The structure of the
development is taking shape in that an average of 3 floors are being constructed per month. Forbes
1848 is a new development in Gibraltar, with construction activity recently commenced. The location of
this 15 storey residential apartment block has been described as “fabulous.”

EUROCITY
FORBES 1848
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SPAIN/GIBRALTAR TAX TREATY APPROVED BY SPANISH SENATE
The Spanish Senate approved the tax treaty • The tax treaty provides for rules for dealing with
between Gibraltar and Spain on 16th September
residency, including the classification of
2020. The Senate approved the treaty by 15 votes
individuals tax residency. In a tax residency
in favour and 11 against, with one abstention. This
conflict, an individual will be considered only tax
was the latest step in the ratification of the tax
resident in Spain if either of the following are
treaty by the Spanish Parliament. The treaty must
met: (i) The individual’s only permanent home is
now return to the Spanish Congress, the lower
located in Spain; (ii) The individual spends over
house of the Spanish Parliament, for a final vote
183 nights in Spain, attributing any sporadic
before the process is complete.
absences from either Spain or Gibraltar to the
place where that individual spends most of their
time; (iii) The individual’s centre of vital
The treaty is now on the final leg of the
interests is located in Spain; or (iv) The
ratification process in the Spanish Parliament and,
individual’s centre of economic interests is in
despite opposition from the Spanish right, it is
Spain.
expected to be ratified having cleared all previous
hurdles. The treaty has yet to be ratified by the
UK Parliament, with the Gibraltar Parliament also • The treaty provides that where a tax resident
due to debate a motion on the treaty.
one jurisdiction suffers double taxation in the
other territory, the jurisdiction in which the
taxpayer is resident shall relieve the taxation
The Government of Gibraltar says the treaty
suffered in accordance with their domestic law.
reflects the Rock’s long-standing wider
commitment to full fiscal transparency as a
reputable financial services centre, particularly • Gibraltar has agreed to provide Spain with the
after Brexit.
following additional information: (i) Direct and
free access to the records to the Gibraltar
Registry of Companies and the Land; (ii) Direct
Summary of Spain/Gibraltar tax treaty:
access to public information regarding beneficial
• The tax treaty between Spain and Gibraltar
ownership; (iii) Direct access to the
enhances tax transparency and administrative
Commissioner of Income Tax in Gibraltar
cooperation on taxation. The treaty aims to
regarding beneficial ownership information; (iv)
minimise harmful tax practices and anti-money
Direct access to the Income Tax Commissioner
laundering.
and public information regarding trusts where a
trustee, settlor, protector, or beneficiary is tax
resident in Spain or an asset held by the trust is
located in Spain.
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GFSC PUBLISH UPDATED DLT GUIDANCE NOTES
On 17th September 2020 the Gibraltar Financial
Services Commission (GFSC) published updated
Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) Guidance
Notes to further assist blockchain and crypto
driven firms and protect consumers.
Head of DLT & Markets, William Gracia, said:
“My team and HM Government of Gibraltar
have worked hard over the last few months,
hand in hand with industry, encouraging
feedback where appropriate and we believe we
have achieved a clear and helpful update
benefitting both DLT providers and consumers.

Albert Isola, Minister for Digital and Financial
Services, commented: “The release of the
updated Guidance Notes is another important
step forward in the development of the DLT
regulatory framework that has proved so
successful to date. It is also a significant
milestone in the evolution of our regulations as
we embark on the road to achieve ongoing
FATF compliance.”
We provide a summary of some key changes in
the DLT Guidance Notes:
Customer Care:
• Where a DLT Provider offers higher risk
products, such as derivatives trading or
other leveraged products, it should seek to
ensure that the target customers can bear
the potential financial losses they will be
exposed to.
• Removal of requirement to determine
whether a client is a natural person or an
institution, when assessing the experience
and vulnerability of a customer.

• DLT firms should take reasonable steps
to mitigate the detrimental effects of
marketing or advertising materials,
rectify any inaccuracies and remove
misleading content.
Risk Management:
• A DLT Provider should develop strategies
to manage all risks that it faces, rather
than just risks within its appetite and
tolerance.
Protection of Clients Assets and Money:
• The amended note adds for safeguarding
and segregation in a contractual
relationship between a DLT Provider and
a customer, that a customers’ agreement
to the firm’s terms and conditions will
ordinarily
suffice,
provided
the
arrangements
in
questions
are
adequately reflected.
Corporate Governance:
• The previous note read that assessments
should be undertaken periodically, to
ensure that individuals can continue to
fulfil the roles in which they were
appointed, however, the amended note
defines periodically as “at least on an
annual basis.”
Resilience:
• The amended note states that periodic
test of plans and processes, should occur
once a year as a minimum.
• Testing of Business Continuity Plan and
Disaster Recovery arrangements should
occur at least bi-annually and an
adequate test run, should take place
annually.

MARKETS IN CRYPTO-ASSETS REGULATION (MiCA)
The European Commission’s Digital Finance Package was adopted on 24th September 2020, and includes
among several significant new strategies and proposals, a proposed regulation on crypto-assets. MiCA
primarily focuses on the issuance of crypto-assets and the provision of crypto-asset services.
Issuers of crypto-assets will be required to incorporate as a legal entity to produce and publish a
whitepaper ahead of any issuance, and to adopt standards on marketing. MiCA introduces a broadly
defined set of activities for which crypto-asset services providers must be authorised.
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UBO REGISTER AND 5TH EU MONEY LAUNDERING DIRECTIVE
The European Union’s 5th Money Laundering
Directive amended the 4th Money Laundering
Directive and was transposed into Gibraltar law
through the Proceeds of Crime Act 2015
(Amendment)
Regulations
2020
(5MLD
Regulations) on 13th March 2020. The
Regulations amended several pieces of
legislation including the Register of Ultimate
Beneficial Owners Regulations 2017 (RUBOR).
Adequate, accurate and current data
RUBOR now requires Ultimate Beneficial Owners
(UBOs) to provide information to the Registrar on
themselves, which is adequate, accurate and
current, including details of the beneficial
interests held. This information is to be provided
within 15 days of becoming a UBO.

Duty to report inconsistencies

The UBO must report to the Registrar within 30
days if they find information in the register which
is materially inconsistent with information in its
possession. This provision seeks to ensure the
register is adequate, accurate and current.
5MLD measures for trusts

Other legislative measures for trusts have been
drafted but not implemented yet. We shall keep
you updated on this once developments in this
area.
If you would like to discuss the 5MLD
Regulations, please contact your contact at
Finsbury
or
email
us
at
enquiries@finsburytrust.com.

Express trusts data
The RUBOR has been amended to include that
the following persons must be registered in the
case of trusts: settlors, trust managers,
protectors and beneficiaries.
Access to UBOs Register for Gibraltar legal
entities

Previously the RUBOR, provided for access to the
UBO register to “a person or organisation that
demonstrates a legitimate interest”, however,
the new European Directive extends access to
the register to any “member of the public”.
Members of the public can now access
information in respect of a UBO that includes,
the name, month and year of birth, nationality,
country of residence and the nature and extent
of the beneficial interest. This information may
be accessed through here . Access to this
information requires pre-registration and the
payment of a fee amounting to £2.50 per search.
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ECONOMIC SUBSTANCE – BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS
In our spring edition, we discussed the new
British Virgin Islands (BVI) requirements for
economic substance and detailed the type of
companies which fall within scope of these
regulations. In this edition we discuss how to
go about complying with these new
regulations where a BVI company falls inscope.

We help our clients identify entities
conducting relevant activities in the BVI and
address this issue through a number of ways.
The assessment is carried out by our team of
experts and associated partners, working
together with BVI lawyers, who assist with
the classification exercise of the entity in
question. Where the entity falls in scope of
the BVI economic substance regime, there are
certain requirements to be met, depending
on the entity profile. In order to satisfy the
BVI economic substance requirements, the
following economic substance criteria are to
be met:
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

▪

Relevant activity is managed and
directed in the BVI;
An adequate number of suitably
qualified employees are present in the
BVI;
Adequate expenditure incurred in the
BVI;
Physical offices or premises in the BVI;
Where the relevant activity is
intellectual property business and
requires specialist equipment, that
equipment is located in the BVI; and
The legal entity itself conducts Core
Income Generating Activities (CIGA)
which are carried out in the BVI.

There are a number of alternatives available
to in scope BVI companies, outside of
meeting
the
economic
substance
requirements.
Re - domiciliation of company
A BVI company may re-domicile into Gibraltar
or another jurisdiction. Our team can assist
with the re-domiciliation process.

Register elsewhere as a foreign company
A foreign company can carry on business in
Gibraltar or from Gibraltar, as a Gibraltar tax
resident provided that it registers under Part
XII or Part XIV of the Companies Act.
Part XII Registration applies to overseas
companies incorporated outside Gibraltar
which establish a place of business within
Gibraltar.
Part XIV (Branch) Registration applies to
companies which are incorporated outside
the United Kingdom and Gibraltar; and have a
branch in Gibraltar.
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ECONOMIC SUBSTANCE – BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS
Re-classify from in-scope to out of scope
Working together with our clients, legal and consulting partners, we can conduct a review and
assessment of the entity’s activities and holdings in order to determine whether the business
model can be modified to an out of scope classification and thereby fall out of scope of the
substance requirements. We can subsequently assist in putting through an application to the
Registrar to deem the entity’s activity as out of scope of the Economic Substance regime.
If you have any enquiries with regards to the Economic Substance regulations and if your entity
falls in scope, please feel free to send us an email on enquiries@finsburytrust.com.

BVI Economic
Substance Test

Subject to Different
Compliance Duties
under BVI ESA

Direction and
management
test

Pure equity
holding company

Adequacy test on
expenditure,
employees &
premises

IP holding
business

CIGA test

High – risk IP
legal entity
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FINSBURY NEWS

FINSBURY BREAKFAST CATCH-UP
On 6th October 2020 the Finsbury crew had breakfast together virtually via Teams. The breakfast event
included some scrumptious bagels (there were even vegan and gluten-free options!), some inspiring
and emotional speeches by the directors and some humorous jokes which were very much enjoyed.
Moreover, by the end of the event, we were all caught up! Some of the faces are captured in the
images below:

FREE THE KNEE
On 31st July 2020, Finsbury members of staff participated in the ‘Free the Knee’ program designed to
raise awareness and funds for the Prostate Cancer Support Group Gibraltar. The Finsbury Family got
involved the in the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission campaign to support people and their
families affected by prostrate cancer in the local community.
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For more information, please feel free to get in touch with us.
Benjy Cuby
Chief Executive Officer
E: BCuby@finsburytrust.com
T: +350 200 40000

Bianca Daniell
Director

E: BDaniell@finsburytrust.com
T: +350 200 40000

LEGAL NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER:
Fi nsbury Trust & Corporate Servi ces Li mited (Finsbury Trust) and/or associate companies has produced this newsletter with the aim of
upda ting the reader a bout the firm and business envi ronment. This newsletter provi des only general information to the reader a nd/or
thei r consultants and shall not be regarded as being of consultative character, legal or ta x advice. This newsletter ca nnot replace legal
a dvi ce a nd/or general counselling. Finsbury Trus t requests a ny person who may have an i nterest in establishing, providing ser vices to
a nd/or i nvesting i n a Gibraltar entity to s eek formal l egal and tax a dvi ce. Readers are also a dvised that laws, practices and conditions
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ma y cha nge from time to ti me. Independent professional a dvice s hould therefore be s ought before ta king any a ction on the basi s of
publ ished material, as well as from qualified a dvisers in all other relevant jurisdictions.

